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What is Smart Meter data?
 Statistics Denmark receives data on ALL electricity consumption in Denmark 

from EnergiNet - an independent, but publicly owned, company, which owns 
and runs the Danish energy infrastructure. 

 Smart Meters are installed in all households and establishments and 
measure consumption every 15 minutes, so data volumes are enormous. 
Automatic daily data transfer to Statistics Denmark.

 Originally for researchers, but we also use data ourselves – in current 
production, for experimental statistics, one-off analyses.

 We organise and aggregate the data to manageable volumes / sizes and link 
with households and establishments (ID_no and address) with a view to 
combine them with data from other registers and surveys.



Infinite possibilities for data integration

Smart Meter data
- Meter_id
- Amount
- Reference_time

Stamdata
- Meter_id
- Valid period
- Meter type
- Business_ID
- Grid_code

Address
- Meter_id
- Address_id
- Municipality_ID

Meter_id



Analysis: Households’ consumption



Experiment: Proxy economic activity
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Daily electricity consumption
Hand-overRegistry updated 24/4

1: Permit on 21/3

New agreement 
from 15/06 
appears in July

Use of electricity 
begins on 18/7

Registry updated 24/10
2: Commencing on 31/3,
3: Completion on 4/7 and
4: Use permit on 10/10

Purchase

2 3 41 2 3

Smart-meter data: available with 
8 days delay

Quality improvement: Construction



Analysis: Transition to electric vehicles

Type of dwelling Avg. annual 
mileage 

(km/year)

Factor EV Consumption
[KWh per month]

Not recorded 18.400 0.96 375
Farmhouse 21.300 1.11 434
Detached house 19.200 1.00 392
Terraced, linked or semi-detached house 16.500 0.86 338
Multi-dwelling houses 16.900 0.88 346
Student hostels 18.500 0.96 377
Residential buildings for communities 18.000 0.94 367
Other 14.600 0.76 297
NA 18.300 0.95 373

2. Estimate effect on detached houses, and 
then using odometer data as weight, estimate 
for the other types of dwelling

 The weighted average of all type of dwellings in 2021 is 380 KWh per month 
for an electric vehicle. This corresponds to an estimated annual energy 
consumption from 33,500 vehicles (avg. 2021) to be 153 GWh.

1. The idea: use increase in electricity consumption 
after acquisition of EV

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Use of data from smartmeter data on electric consumption to estimate the energy consumption for electric vehicles (EV)The basic idea: look at electricity consumption for households after acquisition of EV and compare to the consumption before. The increase is the cost of charging the EV.Type of dwelling is important for two reasons: the wast majority of EV until now has been acquired by households in detached housing or similar home charging boxes is almost never installed unless in detached houses or similarThe estimates is based on EVs in detached housing where we have good and reliable effects. For other types of dwellings, the consumption is estimated based on the average annual millage for vehicle in that type compared to millage of vehicles in detached housing. This is the estimated electric consumption for EVs in other types of dwellings AS IF they charge at home like EV in a detached house.This preliminar result does not take into account the detached houses EV share of charging away from home. If say 5 percent of the charging of detached house EVs is done at public charging stations, this is not included in the estimates. The overall results would then be underestimated by 5 percent.This is the next step – to get access to data on public charging to fill in the gap.All data on the slide is EV used by households, so no hybrids and no business owned vehicles



Current production: Energy accounts



Thank you! 

Questions? 
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